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APPROXIMATION THEORY OF MULTIVARIATE SPLINE FUNCTIONS
IN SOBOLEV SPACES*
MARTIN H. SCHULTZf
1. Introduction. In this paper we study some approximation theory questions
which arise from the analysis of the discretization error associated with the use
of the Rayleigh-Ritz-Galerkin method for approximating the solutions to various
types of boundary value problems, cf. [13, [2], [33, [43, [7], [8], [93, [12], [143, [18],
[19], [20] and [22]. In particular, we consider upper and lower bounds for the error
in approximation of certain families of functions in Sobolev spaces, cf. [15], by
functions in finite-dimensional "polynomial spline types" subspaces, cf. [16].
In doing this, we directly generalize, improve, and extend the corresponding
results of[1], [17], [18], [19], [20], and [21]. Throughout this paper, the symbol K
will be used repeatedly to denote a positive constant, not necessarily the same at
each occurrence and the symbol # will be used repeatedly to denote a nonnegative,
continuous function on [0, ], not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
2. One-dimensional spline spaces. In this section we discuss computable
lower and upper bounds for the error in approximating a class of functions of one
real variable belonging to a Sobolev space by functions belonging to a one-
dimensional spline subspace. These results extend, generalize, and improve the
corresponding results of [1] and [17].
Let
-
< a < b < be fixed and for each nonnegative integer, Hq(a, b)
denote the completion of the real-valued functions in C(a, b) with respect to the
Sobolev norm,
(j=o f (DJu(x))2 dx) x/2
where Du du/dx denotes the derivative of u, and H,(a, b), n =< q, denotes the
completion ofthe real-valued functions in C,(a, b) {f C(a, b)lD’f(a) D’f(b)
0, 0 =< < n 1} with respect to I1" a,).
Given two nonnegative integers p =< r, S a finite-dimensional subspace of
HP(a, b), and Sp a finite-dimensional subspace of H(a, b), we are interested in
upper and lower bounds for the quantities
(2.1) E(r, p,S) sup {inf( [O’(f s)llio(,)/llfll(,))lf Hr(a,b),f 0}
sS
and
(2.2) E(r, p, Sp) =- sup {inf(I DP(f s)IHOta,b)/I fllnta,b))lf e Hp(a,b), f 0}.
sSp
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For each nonnegative integer, M, let t(a, b) denote the set of partitions, A,
of [a, b] of the form
(2.3) A’a x < xl< < XM < XM + b
and let (a, b) U t= o M(a, b).
If A e t(a, b), d is a positive integer, and z is an integer such that -1 __< z
__< d 1, we define the spline space, S(d, A, z), to be the set of all real-valued func-
tions s(x) e Cz[a, b], such that on each subinterval (x, x + 1), 0 <__ <= M, s(x) is a
polynomial of degree d, where by C- l[a, b] we mean those functions which have a
simple jump discontinuity at each partition point, x, 1 __< __< M. Clearly S(d, A, z)
H"+ l(a, b) and if 0 __< p __< z + 1, Sp(d, A, z) =_ S(d, A, z) f"l Hf,(a, b). It is easy to
verify that all the results of this paper remain essentially unchanged if one allows
the number z to depend on the partition points, xi, 1 __< __< M, in such a way that
-1 <= z(xi) __< d 1 for all 1 __< =< M or if one considers appropriate spaces of
"g-splines", cf. [17]. The details are left to the reader.
Finally, following Kolmogorov, cf. [13, p. 146], if k and j are positive integers,
let 2k(j) denote the kth eigenvalue of the boundary value problem,
(2.4) (--1)JD2jy(x)= 2y(x), a < x < b,
(2.5) Diy(a) Dy(b)= O, j <= <= 2j- 1,
where the 2k are arranged in order of increasing magnitude and repeated according
to their multiplicity. We remark that the problem (2.4)-(2.5) has a countably
infinite number of eigenvalues, all of which are nonnegative and it may be shown
that 2(j)= (r/(b a))ZJkZJ[1 + O(k-a)], as j < k oe.
Letting N maxo_i_t(xi+ xi) and _A
-= mino_<i_<t (xi- xi), we have
the following new results.
TIOREM 2.1. Let d 2m 1, where m is a positive integer.
Part (i)
(2.6) 2;-/2(m p) <_ E(m, p, S(2m 1, A, z)) <= Km,m,s,p()m-p,
and
(2.7) 2t-I/2(m- p) <= E(m, p, Sp(2m 1, A, z)) <= Km,m,s,p()m-p,
wheret=(M+ 1)(2m-z+ 1)+z-p+2, s=max(z,m- 1),and
(2.8) Km’m’s’P =- (s + 2 m)
m p
(s + 2-m)!
p !m-p
ifm-- 1 =s, O<=p<_m--_ 1,
if O <_ p <= 2m-- 2-- s,
if2m--2--s<=p_<_m-- 1,
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for all 1 <= m, 0 <= M, A at(a, b), 1 <= z <__ 2m 2, and 0 p <__ min (z + 1, m).
Part (ii)
(2.9) /].t--1/2(2m P) (2m, p, S(2m- 1, A, z)) gm,2m,s,p()2m-p,
[,)2m-p(2.10) 2,-1/2(2m- p) </(2m, p, Sp(2m- 1 A z)) < Km,2m,s,p
wheret=(M+ 1)(2m-z+ 1)+z-p+2, s=max(z,m- 1),and
(2.11) Km,2m,s,p =-- (gm,m,s,p)(Km,m,s,O),
for all l <_ m, O <= M, A e M(a,b), -1 <= z <_ 2m 2, and0 <__ p __< min(z + 1, m).
Part (iii)
(2.12) 2,-I/2(r- p) <= E(r, p, S(2m 1, A, z)) <= Km,r,s,p(k)r-p,
and
(2.13) 2? 1/2(r- p) =< E(r, p, Sp(2m 1, A, z)) <= Km,,,,,(N)-p,
wheret=(M+ 1)(2m-z+ 1)+z-p+2, s=max(z, 4m- 2r- 1),and
(2.14) Kmrsp={gvr2m_l,p+gm2msp.21/2(2m_r)Ii r! 12 ) 2m-r}2r 2m)!
for all l__<m, 0__<M, AeaM(a,b), -1 =<z=<2m-2, m<r<2m, and O<p
=< min(z + 1, m).
Part (iv)
(2.15) );- /2(r p) ff(r, p, S(2m 1, A, z)) =< Km,,s,p(k)r-p,
where t= (M + 1)(2m-z+ 1)+z-p+2 and s=max (z, 4m- 2r- 1) for
all l < m, O <= M, A e at(a,b), -1 <= z <= 2m 2, m < r < 2m, and m < p < min
(z + 1, r).
Part (v)
(2.16) 2,-/2(r- p) <= E(r,p,S(2m- 1,A,z)) =< Kz,,_r,2m_,s,2,,+p_2(N)-p,
and
(2.17) /],t- 1/2(r p) E(r,p,Sp(2m- 1,A,z)) =< g2m_r,2m_r,s,2m+p_2r(A)r-p,
where =- (M + 1)(2m-z+ 1)+z-p+2 and s =- max (2m + z 2r,
2m-l-r), for all l <=m,O<=M,At(a,b),-l <__z<=2m-2,0<=r<-m-1,
andO<p<=min(z+ 1, r).
Proof The proof of this theorem depends directly on the interpolation results
of [22]. Part (i) follows from Theorem 3.4, (ii) follows from Theorem 3.5, (iii)
follows directly from Theorem 3.6, and (iv) and (v) follow from Theorem 4.1.
Since the proofs of the different parts are similar, we explicitly prove only
Part (i). To prove the right-hand inequality of (2.6), we need only recognize that
E(m, p, S(2m 1, A, z)) <= E(m, p, S(2m 1, A, s))
=< sup { f- acfllnpa.b)/llfllnma,b)lf eHp(a,b)andf g= 0},
where Jfdenotes the S(2m 1, A, s)-interpolate offdefined in [22] and then apply
the result ofTheorem 3.4 of [22].
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Finally we prove the left-hand inequality of (2.6). This inequality follows
directly from a fundamental result of Kolmogorov, cf. [13, p. 146], which states that
(2.18) 2-+2(m p) <_ E(m, p, S(2m 1, A, z)),
where dim DP(S(2m 1, A, z)), for all 1 _< m, 0 _< M, A e t(a, b), 1 __< z
=< 2m- 2, and 0 _< p =< min (z + 1, m). But the space DP(S(2m- 1, A,z)) has
dimension (2m p)(M + 1) (z + 1 p)M (M + 1)(2m z + 1) + z p + 1,
which concludes the proof.
From Theorem 2.1, we have the following analogous result for even order
spline subspaces.
THEOREM 2.2. Let d =- 2m, where rn is a positive integer.
Part (i)
(2.19) 2f-/Z(m p) <= E(m,p,S(2m, A,z)) _< Km+l,m+l,s,p+l()m-p,
and
(2.20) 2f- /2(m p) <= ](m, p, Sp(2m, A, z)) <= Kin+ ,m+ 1,s,p+ (A)m-p,
where t=-(M+ 1)(2m-z+ 2)+z-p+2, s=-max(z+ 1, m),foralll <_m,
o <= m,A l(a,b), -1 <= z <= 2m 1, and O <_ p <= min (z + 1, m).
Part (ii)
(2.21)
and
2 1/2(2m + 1 p) <_ E(2m + 1, p, S(2m, A, z))
<_ K,,+ 1,2m+2,s,p+ 1()2m+ 1-p
2- x/Z(2m + 1 p) _<_ E(2m + 1, p, Sp(2m, A, z))
(2.22)
=< K,,+ 1,2m+ 2,s,p+ ()2m + l-p,
where (M + 1)(2m-z+2)+z-p+2, s_=max(z+ 1, m),for all l <= m,
0 <= m, Aet(a,b), -1 <= z <= 2m 1, andO <= p <= min(z + 1, m).
Part (iii)
(2.23) 2- /2(r p) <= E(r, p, S(2m, A, z)) <= Kin+ ,r+ a,,p+ (5’)
-and
(2.24) 2-/2(r- p) <= E(r,p, Sp(2m, A,z)) <= Km+x,,+x,,p+(N)-p,
where t=_ (M + 1)(2m-z+ 2)+z-p+2ands=max(z+ 1,4m-2r+ 3),
for all 1 <= m, O <_ M, A e t(a,b), -1 <__ z <_ 2m 1, m < r <= 2m + 1, and
0__<p=<min(z+ 1, m).
Part (iv)
(2.25) 2-/2(r- p) <_ E(r, p,S(2m, A,z)) <= Kin+ ,r+ 1,s,p+ (,)r-p,
wheret=(M+ 1)(2m-z+2)+z-p+2ands=max(z+ 1,4m- 2r+ 3),
for all 1 <= m, O <= M, A t(a,b), -1 <= z <_ 2m 1, m < r <= 2m + 1, and
m<p=<min(z+ 1, r).
Part (v)
2- /2(r p) _< E(r, p, S(2m, A, z))(2.26)
K2m+2-r,2m+2-r,s,2m+p-2r+l(m)r-p
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and
2- 1/2(r p) <= E(r, p, Sp(2m, A, z))(2.27)
=< Kzm+ 2 r,Zm+ 2-r,s,Zm+p 2r+ I(A)r-p
where t--(M + 1)(2m-z+2)+z-p+2 and s=-max(2m+z-2r+ 1,
2m-r),for all l <= m, O <= M, A n(a,b), -1 <= z <= 2m- 1, 0__<r__<m- 1,
andO<__p<__min(z+ 1, r).
Proof We prove only Part (i), as the proofs of the other parts are similar. To
prove the right-hand inequality of (2.19), we need only recognize that
E(m, p, S(2m, A, z))= E(m + 1, p + 1, S(2m + 1, A, z + 1)) and apply Part (i) of
Theorem 2.1.
The proof of the left-hand inequality of (2.19) is the same as the proof of the
left-hand inequality of (2.6).
3. Multivariate splines defined in rectangular parallelepipeds. In this section
we discuss lower and upper bounds for the error in approximating a class of func-
tions, defined on a rectangular parallelepiped and belonging to a Sobolev space,
by functions belonging to a multivariate spline subspace. These results extend,
generalize, and improve the corresponding results of [1], [18], [19], and [20].
Let N be a fixed positive integer. For each integer 1 _< __< N, let
< bi < , g X=I [ai, b], and (g) {p X=I AIA (a, bi), 1 =< __< N}.
For each nonnegative integer, q, let H(R) denote the completion of the real-
valued functions in C(R) with respect to the Sobolev norm,
[lUIIHq(R) :’ 2 IOau(x)l2 dx
lal -<
where (g a,’", ), gi nonnegative integers, 1 __< =< N, Il =,D= (c/c3xi)... (c3Ucx,’), and H(R), n <= q, denote the completion of the
real-valued functions in C(R) =-
with respect to
Given two nonnegative integers p =< r, S a finite-dimensional subspace of
HP(R), and Sp a finite-dimensional subspace of Hg(R), we are interested in upper
and lower bounds for the quantities.
(3.1) E(r,p,S) sup {inf(llf slIHtR)/I flln,tR))lfH’(R),f 0}
and
(3.2) E(r, p, Sp) sup { inf (llf SIIR)/IIflIvR))If H,(R), f 0}.
Finally, following Jerome, cf. [10] and [11], if k and j are positive integers,
let 2k(j) denote the kth eigenvalue of the boundary value problem,
(3.3) fR D’y(x)D’q(x) dx 2 fR Y(X)q(x) dxI1
for all @ e HJ(), where the arc arranged in order of increasing magnitude and
repeated according to their multiplicity. Wc remark that it may bc shown that
7(j) #m, as j < , cf. C11.
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Letting (R)7_1S(2m- 1, Ai, zi) denote the tensor product of the spaces
S(2m 1, Ai, zi), we have the following results.
THEOREM 3.1. Let d =- 2m 1, where m is a positive integer.
Part (i)
(3.4) 2-1/2(m) E m, O, S(2m 1, Ai, zi) Z Km,m,s,,o(Ai)-m,
i=1 i=1
where 1 + 1-17=1 {(M + 1)(2m z + 1) + z + 1} and s =- max (z,rn 1),
for all 1 <= m, 0 <= Mi, Ai ’M,(ai, bi), and 1 <= zi <__ 2m 2.
Part (ii)
(3.5) 2;- /(2m) E 2m, O, (R) S(2m- 1,Ai,zi) <= Km,2m,s,,O(A)2m,
i=1 i=1
where 1 + 1-I7= {(M + 1)(2m- z + 1)+ z + 1} and s max (z,m- 1),
for all 1 <= m, 0 <= M, A M,(a, bi), and 1 <= z, <__ 2m 2.
Part (iii)
(3.6) 221/2(r) E r, O, (R) S(2m 1, Ai, zi <= Km,r,s,,O()r,
i=1 i=1
where 1 + I-IL {(M, + 1)(2m z, + 1) + zi + 1 } and s, max(z,, 4m 2r 1),
for all l <_ m, O <= Mi, Ai M,(ai, bi), -1 <= zi <= 2m 2, and m < r < 2m.
Part (iv)
(3.7) 2-1/2(r) =< E r, O, (R) S(2m 1, Ai, zi) <= K2m_r,si,2m_ 2r(i)r,
i=1 i=1
where t=- 1 + 1-I= {(M, + 1)(2m z + 1) + z, + 1} and s, =- max(2m + z,- 2r,
2m 1 r), for all 1 <_ m,O <= M,Aie M,(a,bi), -1 <_ zi<=2m-2, and
O<r<m-1.
Proof The right-hand inequalities of the above results follow from the
corresponding one-dimensional results of Theorem 2.1 and induction on the
dimension N. We illustrate the general case by proving Part (i) for N 2.
Letting P denote the orthogonal projection of H(a, b) onto S(2m- 1,
A, zi)for 1 and 2, we have
g m,O, (R) S(2m- 1,Ai, zi) <= sup {llf-PxP2fIIHOR)/IIf H,,R)IfeHm(R)
i=1
andf 0}.
Moreover, IIf- PPzfllnoi <= IIf- Pfllno + IIP(f- Pzf)IIoR) <-- IIf
PxfllnoR) / [If P2fl toR) and the inequalities follow from Theorem 2.1.
The left-hand inequalities follow directly from [10, Theorem 5.1] and the fact
that the dimension of (R)2=1 S(2m 1, A,,z,)= l-I2= {(Mi + 1)(2m z, + 1)
+z+ 1}.
In a similar fashion, we have from Theorem 2.2.
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THEOREM 3.2. Let d 2m, where m is a positive integer.
Part (i)
(3.8) 2? 1/2(m) E m,O, (R) S(2m, Ai, zi) <= , K,,+ 1,m+ 1,si,O(i)m,
i=1 i=1
where 1 + 1--I/s=1 {(M, + 1)(2m z, + 2) + z + 1} and s, =- max(z, + 1, m)
for all 1 <_ m, 0 <= Mi, Ai 5M,(ai, bs) and 1 <_ zs <= 2m 1.
Part (ii)
2t-/(2m) __< E 2m + 1,0, (R) S(2m, A, zs)
(3.9) i=
<= Kin+ 1,2m+ 2,si, l(i)2m+ 1
i=1
where
-= 1 + IL1 {(Mi + 1)(2m zi + 2) + zi + 1} and si =- max (zi + 1, m)
for all 1 >= m, 0 <__ Mi, Ai M,(ai, bi) and 1 <_ zi <- 2m 1.
Part (iii)
(3.10) 2t- 1/2(r) E r, O, (R) S(2m, Ai, zi) <= Kin+ 1,r+ 1,si, l(i)r,
i=1 i=1
where
---
1 + I-ILl((M + 1)(2m zs + 2) + zi + 1} and si max(zi + 1, am
2r+3) for all 1 <=m,O<_Mi, AiM,(ai, bi),-1 <=zi<=2m- 1 and rn<r
<2m+ 1.
Part (iv)
(3.11)
’t-- 1/2 (__ E r, O, (R) S(2m, As, zi)
i=1
N
__
, K2m+2-r,2m+2-r,si,2m-2r+ l(i)r,
i=1
where t-- l+l-ILl{(Mi+l)(2m-z + 2) + zi+l} and si =- (2m + zi- 2r + l,
2m-r) for all 1 <= m,O <= Ms, Ai 6 5M,(ai,bi), -1 <_ zi <= 2m 1 and O <= r
<m-1.
We now discuss bounds for the error of approximation in the "higher-order"
Sobolev spaces. To simplify the presentation the constants in the bounds are not
explicitly computed. Their computation, which is similar to computations in
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, is left to the reader. Letting /5 maxl _< i_< N As and
5 mini _<s_<N -As for all p (R), we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.3. If d =-2m- 1, where m is a positive integer, there exists a
nonnegative, continuousfunction, #, on [0, ) such that
(3.12) 22 /(r p) <_ E r, p, (R) S(2m 1, As, zi) __< l(p/p)()-,
where
-= 1 + 1- {(M + 1)(2m z + 1) + zs + 1}, for all 1 <= m, 0 <_
A e ,(ai, bs), -1 __< zi _-< 2m- 2,0 __< r _< 2m, 0 =< p __< min_i_min (zi + 1, r)
and
(3.13) 2-/(r- p) __< E r,p, (R) Sp(2m- 1),A,z) __< (p/_p)()-,
i=1
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where 1 + I-I= {(Mi + 1)(2m z, + 1) + z, + 1}, for all 1 <= m, 0 _< M,
A M,(ai, bi) -1 <__ zi <-_ 2m- 2, 0 <__ r <= 2m and 0 <= p <= min <_i<_N min (Z
+ 1, r, m).
Proof. The right-hand inequalities of (3.12) and (3.13) follow from the cor-
responding one-dimensional results of Theorem 2.1 and induction on the dimen-
sion N. We illustrate the general case by proving (3.12) for the special case of
r m and N= 2. Givenf Hm(R), there exists a sequence {g,}__ Ct(R) such
that
(3.14) [If- gn [Hm(R)
--
0 as n
and
(3.15)
Hence, iff -_- 0 and s 6 (R)= s(2m 1, Ai, zi),
Using (3.14) and (3.15) and taking the limit as n
-
, we have that to prove the
right-hand inequality of (3.12) it suffices to define E by taking the infinum over all
y
Letting Pi denote the orthogonal projection of H(ai, hi) onto S(2m 1, A, z)
for 1 and 2 and 1 and 02 be such that 1 + 2 =< P, then
(3.16)
+ OP(D?f O?ey) .o,
where we have used the fact that D1 commutes with D2, P1 commutes with P2, and
D commutes with P2. Moreover, using the inequality of E. Schmidt, cf. [19], and
Theorem 2.1, we have that iff Hr(a, hi), 0 <= r <= 2m, there exists an s S(2m 1,
A, z) and positive constants K
on [0, ) such that
K2(3.17)
for0NeiNr, i= 1 and2.
Combining (3.16), (3.17), and the inequality of E. Schmidt, we have
IIOO(f PP2 f)II,OtR
(3.8) K
which yields the required result.
The left-hand inequalities of (3.2) and (3.13) follow directly from [10, Theorem
5.1] as in Theorem 3.1.
A set, C c (R), of partitions of R is said to be quasi-unorm if and only if
there exists a positive constant, K, such that (/p) K for all p e C.
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COROLLARY. Let d =- 2m 1, where m is a positive integer and C be a quasi-
uniform set ofpartitions ofR. There exists a positive constant, K, such that
(3.19) E r, p (R) S(2m 1, Ai, zi) <= K()’-P,
i=1
for all <= m, p6 C, -1 <__ zi <= 2m- 2, 0 <_ r <_ 2m, O <= p <= minl_<i<_vmin (zi
+ 1, r), and
(3.0 r, p, (R) s(m , /, z3 <= K(I-,
i=1
for all 1 <= m, p e C, -1 <= zi <= 2m 2, O <= r <= 2m and O <= p <__ min_<i_
min (z + 1, r, m).
TORM 3.4. Let d =-2m, where m is a positive integer. There exists a
nonnegative, continuousfunction, 1, on [0, oe) such that
(3.21) 22 t/(r- p) _< E r,p, (R) S(2m, A,z #(/p)()-,
where t-- 1 + 1--I--{(M+ 1)(2m-z+2)+z+ 1} for all 1 <= m, O <= M,
Aie g(ai, b),-1 __< z =< 2m 1,0 _< r _< 2m + 1,0 __< p __< min_i_(zi + 1, r)
and
(3.22) 22 1/2(r- p) <- E r, p, (R) Sp(2m, Ai, zi) <= #(fi/p)(fi)r-p,
i=1
where t= 1 +l-IV=x((Mi+ 1)(2m-zi+2)/z/ 1} for all 1 < m, O <= M,
Ai M,(ai, bi), -1 <_ zi <- 2m 1, 0 <= r <_ 2m + 1 and 0 <_ p <= mini
min (zi + 1, r, m).
COROLLARY. Let d =- 2m, where m is a positive integer and C be a quasi-
uniform set ofpartitions ofR. There exists a positive constant, K, such that
(. r, p, (R) s(m, /, 3 <- K(
-
i=1
for all 1 <= m, p e C, -1 <= z <= 2m 1, O <= r <__ 2m + 1, O <= p _< min_i_N
min (zi + 1, r), and
(3.24) E r, p, (R) Sp(2m, Az __<K()
-
for all <= m, p e C, -1 <= z <= 2m 1, O <= r <= 2m + l and O <_ p <= min
min (zi + 1, r, m).
We remark that the results of this section show that spline subspaces are
optimal in the sense that no other subspaces of the same dimension give asymptot-
ically smaller approximation errors under the stated hypotheses.
4. Genera! dis. In this section we first discuss lower and upper bounds
for the error in approximating a class of functions, defined on a domain, f, of the
type first considered by Harrick, cf. [8] and [9], and belonging to a Sobolev space,
H(f), by functions belonging to a finite-dimensional weighted multivariate
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spline subspace." Second, we discuss lower and upper bounds for the error in
approximating a class of functions, defined on a Lipschitz domain, f, cf. 15],
and belonging to a Sobolev space HP(f), by restrictions of functions belonging
to a finite-dimensional spline subspace. The results extend, generalize, and improve
the corresponding results of [21].
If f is a bounded, measurable subset of RN and p is a positive integer, let
HP(f) denote the closure of the real-valued functions in C(f) with respect to the
norm
ul IDu(x)l 2 dx
ollp
and H(O), n p, denote the closure of the real-valued functions in
C(O) {f C()lDf(x) 0 for all 0
with respect to I"
Given two nonnegative integers p r, S a finite-dimensional subspace of
H(), and Sp a finite-dimensional subspace of H(O), we are interested in upper
and lower bounds for the quantities
(4.1)
and
(4.2)
E(r, p,S) sup {inf(llf- sll)/llfllm.))lf Hr(f),f 0}
E(r, p, Sp) =- sup {inf (If- s rip(a)/ fllm(a))lf H(f), f 0}.
sSp
Finally, following 10] and [11 ], if k and j are positive integers, let 2k(j) denote
the kth eigenvalue of the boundary value problem,
(4.3) fn E Dy(x)Dq(x) dx 2 fn y(x)q)(x) dx for all q) HJ(f),I1-5
where the 2k are arranged in order of increasing magnitude and repeated according
to their multiplicity. We remark that it may be shown that 2(j) k2j/N as j < k
oe, cf. [11].
To begin we prove some denseness results. These results extend Theorems
3.2 and 3.3 of [21]. Using Theorem 2.1 of [21], we have the next theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. Let d =-2m- 1, where m is a positive integer, f R
Xt{= l[a,,b,] be a closed, bounded subset of R, and C =- {Pk}= c (R) be a
quasi-uniform sequence of partitions of R such that fi
-
0 as k
-
. If there exists
y CP(f) with y(x) > 0 for all x int and D7(x)= 0, 0 __< la] _-< p jbr all
x e8Q, <zi<2m-2 and 0<p<minl_<i_<u (zi+ 1) then UpcT((R)ui=1
S(2m 1, Ai, zi)) is dense in H(D).
THeOReM 4.2. Let d =- 2m, where m is a positive integer, R =_ [ai=1
bi] be a closed, bounded subset of R, and C =- {p}= c (R) be a quasi-uniform
sequence ofpartitions ofR such that 0 as k
-
o. If there exists y CP(f) with
7(x) > O Jbr all x e int f and D7(x) 0,0<= 1 <= P l jbr all x 8, -1 <_ zi
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<= 2m 1 and 0 <= p <= minl<_i<_N(zi + 1), then I.JocT((R)= 1S(2m, Ai, zi)) is dense
in HPp(f).
Now, using Theorem 4.1 of [21], we have the following two fundamental
results.
THEOREM 4.3. Let d 2m 1, where rn is a positive integer, f c R X= lag,
bi] a closed, bounded subset ofR, and 0 e CI(R) be such that Of {x R10(x)
0}, O(x) > O for all x int f, and =xlDO(x)l 4= O for all x t?f. Let C (R)
be a quasi-uniform collection of partitions of R. If 0 Cr(f), there exists a positive
constant, K, such that
(4.4) 2 l/2(r p) < E r, p, Op (R) S(2m 1 A, z) < K()r-2p
i=1
where =- 1 + dim(DOP((R)=lS(2m- 1, Ai, zi))), I1 p for all 1 <= m, p e C,
-1 <= zi <__ 2m 2, 2p <= r <= 2m + p and O <= p <= minl_<i_<s (zi + 1).
Proof The left-hand inequality of (4.4) follows as in Theorem 3.3. To prove
the right-hand inequality, we note that if u e H;(), there exists a sequence {Vk}k
C() such that u Vkllnrtn) 0 as k --, oo and hence for all s e )(@iN= S(2m
1, Ai, zi)),
(4.5)
Since the first term on the right-hand side of (4.5) goes to 0 as k oe, the required
result follows by bounding the second term on the right-hand side of (4.5). This is
accomplished by using the result of Theorem 4.1 of [21] as was done in the proof
of Theorem 5.1 of [10].
THEOREM 4.4. Let d =- 2m, where m is a positive integer, f R =- x = [ai,bi], a closed, bounded subset of R, and 0 CI(R) be such that t?f =_ {x RUlO(x)
0}, O(x) > 0 for all x int f, and =11DO(x)l o for all x t?f. Let C (R)
be a quasi-uniform collection of partitions of R. If 0 C(), there exists a positive
constant, K, such that
(4.6) 2-1/2(r p) <= E r, p, 0p (R) S(2m, A, z <= K(fif-2p,
i=1
where 1 + dim (DOP(@= S(2m, Ai, zi))), I1 p for all 1 <= m, p e C, 1
<= zi N 2m 1, 2p <= r <- 2m + p + 1 and O <= p <_ minl_<i_<u(zi + 1).
We remark that inequalities (4.4) and (4.6) do not show that the subspaces
Op((R) u= S(d, A, zi)) are optimal. However, this may be due to our method of proof.
A bounded, open set f R is said to be a Lipschitz domain ifand only if there
exists a finite open covering {q&}’_ of the boundary t?f, finitely many finite cones
{}7--1, and a positive number e such that every point of t?f is the center of a
sphere of radius e entirely contained in one of the sets q& and every point of q& f’l f
is the vertex of a translate of,,,i, 1 <= _< n, contained entirely in f.
Interpreting (R)v= S(2m 1, Ai, z) and (R)v= S(2m, At, zi) as the restriction
to f of the appropriate spline functions defined on R, we have the following
theorem.
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THEOREM 4.5. Let fl c R =_ X= [ai, bi] be a Lipschitz domain, m be a positive
integer, and C be a quasi-uniform set of partitions of R. There exists a positive
constant, K, such that
(4.7) 2-t/2(r- p) E r, p, (R) S(2m- 1, Azi) <- K()r-p,
i=1
where 1 + 1-ILt {(M, + 1)(2m z + 1) + z, + 1} for all 1 <= m,p C,-1
<= z <= 2m 2, 0 <_ r <= 2m, 0 <= p <= minl_<i_< N min (zi + 1, r) and
(4.8) 2 1/2(r- p) E r, p, (R) S(2m, A,, z) <= K(fi)r-p,
i=1
where t-- 1 +lILt{(M,+ 1)(2m-z,+2)+z,+ 1} for all 1 <= m, p e C,
-1 <= zi <= 2m 1, O <= r <= 2m + 1 and O <= p <= mint_<i_<s min (zi + 1, r).
Proof. Inequalities (4.7) and (4.8) follow directly from Theorems 3.3 and 3.4
and the Calderon extension theorem, cf. [15, Theorem 3.4.3].
As in 3, the results of Theorem 4.5 show that subspaces of spline functions
are optimal in the sense that no other subspaces of the same dimension give
asymptotically smaller approximation errors under the stated hypotheses.
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